
                                                                   

CITY OF WOLVERHAMPTON COUNCIL SACRE
TO BE HELD IN EXECUTIVE BOARD ROOM 1:

FIRST FLOOR, CIVIC CENTRE, WOLVERHAMPTON 
ON 22 OCTOBER 2018, 6:00PM

AGENDA

1. Welcome and introductions Chair

2. Apologies Clerk

3. Minutes of the previous meeting Chair

4. Matters arising All

5. SACRE Annual Report & Action Plan Charlotte Harding
For discussion & approval

6. Kirpan Policy Charlotte Harding/
For discussion & approval Jaswinder Chagger

7. RE Today report Lat Blaylock

8. RE at Key Stage 4 Charlotte Harding

9. Ofsted findings for the last quarter Charlotte Harding

10. SIAMS/Inspection 48 findings for the last quarter Charlotte Harding

11. Any other business

12. Dates of further meetings:

 Thursday 28th February 2019, 6:00pm
 Thursday 23rd May 2019, 6:00pm
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Wolverhampton SACRE
Minutes of the meeting held on the 20 June 2018 

Present: Martin Gomberg – Representative of the Jewish Community - Chair
Cllr Lynne Moran – City of Wolverhampton Council and Cabinet Member for 
Education and Skills
Charlotte Harding – City of Wolverhampton Council 
Rev. Stephen Jackson – Representative of the Baptist Community
Akeel Ahmed – Representative of the Muslim Community 
Ormula Devi – Uplands Junior School
Jaswinder Chagger – Representative of the Sikh Community

Apologies: Mark Cooper – Church of England, Diocese of Lichfield
Daniel Lee – Prospective Representative of the Pentecostal Community
Lat Blaylock – RE Today
Rebecca Wood – Representative of the United Reformed Community
Father Craig Fullard – Representative of the Catholic Community

In attendance: Stephen Pett – RE Today
Becky Fletcher – Clerk 
Charmian Gamble – Prospective Representative of the Church of England 
Community
Rev Ray Gaston

1. Welcome & Introduction
Members were welcomed to the meeting and introductions were held around the table.

2. Apologies
Accepted as above.

3. Minutes of the previous meeting to be approved

RESOLVED: It was agreed that the minutes of the meeting held on the 
24 April 2018 were a true and accurate record. 

4. Matters arising and action points
4.1 Charlotte Harding stated that Cllr. Claire Darke had now been appointed as Deputy Mayor, 

and welcomed Cllr. Lynne Moran, the new Lead Member for Education to the meeting. 
SACRE agreed that Cllr. Lynne Moran be appointed to the board.  

4.2 RESOLVED: That Cllr. Lynne Moran be appointed to SACRE. 

4.3 A discussion took place regarding the substitutes for each community. Charlotte Harding 
requested that all representatives look into finding a substitute for their position. 

4.4 ACTION: For each representative to suggest a substitute for the 
position at the next meeting.  

4.5 Jaswinder Chagger suggested that Rev. David Wright from St Peter’s Church be invited to 
join, and SACRE agreed this. 

4.6 ACTION: For Becky Fletcher to invite Rev. David Wright, from St 
Peter’s Church to SACRE. Page 1
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4.7 A discussion took place regarding the School Workforce Data presented at the previous 
meeting, and Charlotte Harding reported that some research had now been completed on 
this. A brief overview of the findings was reported to SACRE. Charlotte Harding asked 
whether SACRE believed a more formal approach was required and Martin Gomberg asked 
for NASACRE and NATRE’s outlook on this topic. Stephen Pett reported that schools 
highlighting as zero hours would identify as a risk to the DfE and therefore informing schools 
of the data found in the School Workforce report would be beneficial for them. Martin 
Gomberg confirmed that SACRE’s role in this task was not about compliance however was 
about the teaching that was taking place. Charlotte Harding confirmed that an email reminder 
to schools could be sent, including the information that SACRE had received. Akheel Ahmed 
suggested that a form could be created to ask how many hours schools were allocating to 
the teaching of RE and Jaswinder Chagger suggested that Universities could also be 
involved in this process. Members felt that although the remit of SACRE did not reach to RE 
teaching at University, approaches could be made requesting information about the teaching 
of RE at Post 16.

4.8 ACTION: For Charlotte Harding and Becky Fletcher to create a form 
to send out to schools to collect the number of hours spent 
on RE per year group.   

4.9 Charlotte Harding provided a brief history on the previous discussions regarding the wearing 
of Kirpans to SACRE and stated that a draft document had been started in consultation with 
Safeguarding. Charlotte Harding reported that input from the Sikh Community would be 
beneficial and Jaswinder Chagger suggested that the Sikh Gurdwara’s have input. Jaswinder 
Chagger asked whether there had been any issues that had arisen with schools not allowing 
the wearing of Kirpans in Wolverhampton and Charlotte Harding reported that there had 
been one school recently that had not allowed a pupil to wear their Kirpan, but this was 
quickly resolved and all parties had agreed that this had been down to miscommunications 
between the school and parents. 

4.10 ACTION: For Charlotte Harding and Jaswinder Chagger to draft a 
document to bring to the next meeting.  

4.11 Charlotte Harding gave an update on the budget for SACRE, and highlighted that due to an 
error in last year’s payments, the budget for this year would be restricted. Charlotte Harding 
reported that she had consulted RE Today regarding this and they had agreed to reduce the 
cost of their offer, and would seek funding from elsewhere to cover one of the pupil 
conferences. SACRE thanked RE Today for their goodwill on this matter. 

4.12 A discussion took place regarding school visits and Martin Gomberg reported that Interfaith 
have been providing a chargeable service for School Trips for some time. Rev. Ray Gaston 
asked whether the facilitators were quality-assured and Martin Gomberg confirmed this. 
Charlotte Harding reported that she had met with Mike Shelley-Smith from Interfaith and a 
discussion had taken place regarding developing a directory for schools, to also include 
information on members from the different communities who could go into school to provide 
information.    

5. Interfaith Week
5.1 Charlotte Harding stated that Rev. Ray Gaston had been invited to inform SACRE on the 

proposed events taking place during the upcoming Interfaith Week in November. Rev. Ray 
Gaston reported that he had been working with three faith schools looking at visions for 
Wolverhampton in 2020. The children from each individual school worked independently and 
then came together as a group. Rev. Ray Gaston reported that Khayall Theatre Company 
provide theatrical performances on multi-faith story-telling and suggested that this could be 
used for Interfaith Week; Rev Ray Gaston asked whether SACRE would be interested in Page 2
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jointly funding this initiative across the city. Akheel Ahmed asked how much this would cost, 
and Rev. Ray Gaston stated that this would be approximately £400. SACRE agreed that 
using a theatre company was a good way to engage with children, and this was a different 
way of presenting faith. 

5.2 RESOLVED: That SACRE could provide a financial contribution to this 
event. 

5.3 ACTION: For Charlotte Harding and Rev. Ray Gaston to start 
planning for an event to take place during Interfaith with in 
November. 

5.4 [Rev. Ray Gaston left the meeting.]  

6. Report from RE Today
6.1 Stephen Pett distributed an update on the current highlights from RE Today (see attached) 

and gave an overview of the pertinent points. Stephen Pett reported that there had been an 
increase in the number of Ofsted reports referencing RE; this had increased from 9% to 16%. 
It was reported that SIAMs inspection frameworks had changed, and the grading would now 
include Excellent rather than Outstanding. NATRE had produced a survey for primary 
schools, and Stephen Pett asked SACRE to encourage schools to take part.  

6.2 ACTION: For Becky Fletcher to distribute a copy of the Primary 
Survey link to all schools in Wolverhampton via the 
Schools Bulletin.   

7. Ofsted findings during the last quarter
Charlotte Harding gave an overview of the recent Ofsted findings. There had been three 
Ofsted Inspections since the last SACRE meeting; two had been rated as Good and one was 
a monitoring visit. Charlotte Harding gave some examples of where Ofsted had referenced 
religious education, or had reported on the cultural values in school. 

8. SIAMS/Inspection 48 findings during the last quarter
Charlotte Harding reported that there had been no SIAMS Inspections or Inspection 48’s 
since the last SACRE meeting. 

9. SACRE Art Competition
Charlotte Harding reported that an awards evening had taken place, and a class from each 
of the winning schools had attended to receive their prize. Feedback from the schools had 
been extremely positive. Charlotte Harding reported that communication had been sent to all 
Councillors, the Comms team from the Local Authority had been involved to photograph the 
event, and a letter from the Director of Education had been sent to each of the participating 
schools thanking them for taking part. Stephen Pett congratulated Wolverhampton SACRE 
for their efforts. Martin Gomberg thanked the Local Authority for their involvement in making 
this event a success.  

10. Annual Report/ Action Plan
Charlotte Harding stated that it is a statutory responsibility of SACRE to produce an Annual 
Report and a draft report would be produced and brought to the next meeting. 

ACTION: For Charlotte Harding and Becky Fletcher to produce a 
draft Annual Report and Action Plan for approval at the 
next SACRE meeting.

11. Any Other Business
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Jaswinder Chagger reported that Heath Town International Day would take place on 21 July, 
and would include representatives from all faiths within the community. Jaswinder Chagger 
extended an invitation to all members off SACRE.   

12. Date of the next meeting

RESOLVED: That the next meeting would be held on Monday 22 
October 2018 at 6pm. 

The Chair thanked all for attending and closed the meeting at 19:20. 

Signed by the Chair:

Date:
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WOLVERHAMPTON SACRE
ANNUAL REPORT 2017 - 2018

1. Introduction 

2. SACRE’s role and function

3. How Wolverhampton SACRE works

4. Review of the academic year 2017-2018

 Art Competition
 Inset Bus Tour
 Pupil Conference
 Complaints
 Links with other agencies

5. Monitoring

 Take-up of RE 

6. Local events and activities

 Pupil Conference
 Inset Bus Tour 
 Art Competition
 RE Subject Leader Network

7. SACRE action plan

8. SACRE membership and meetings

9. Further information
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1 Introduction
1.1 This Annual Report of Wolverhampton SACRE covers the academic year 

2017-2018. The report briefly records the work of the Advisory Council in that 
period and looks forward to the challenges it may face in the future. This 
report is being sent to:

 National Standard Advisor Council for Religious Education
 Headteachers and Chairs of Governors of all Wolverhampton schools
 City Councillors
 Department for Education
 Free Church Federal Council
 Inter-Faith Network, UK
 Local relevant voluntary and statutory organisations

An electronic version of this report will also be made available to parents, 
teachers and other interested individuals and organisations.

2 SACRE’S role and function
2.1 The SACRE has a statutory duty:

 To advise the Local Authority on Religious Education and Collective 
Worship in community schools

 To advise the LA on methods of teaching, choice of materials, teacher 
training in Religious Education, and on Collective Worship

 To provide an Annual Report

In addition to the above the SACRE can: 

Require the LA to review its current agreed syllabus for Religious Education.
Consider applications made by a Headteacher to release some or all of the 
pupils in a particular school from the requirement for Collective Worship which 
may be wholly or mainly of a broadly Christian character

3 How Wolverhampton SACRE works
3.1 Members of Wolverhampton SACRE are appointed by their parent body for a 

term of five years, and:

 The SACRE appoints a Chair from amongst its members
 The current Chair was elected in 2014-15 and has been annually re-

elected since 
 Any voting on the SACRE takes place by the panels, each of which has 

a single vote
 Up to four additional members may be co-opted by the SACRE 

depending on prospective members’ particular expertise and possible 
contribution to the work of SACRE

 Meetings are held three times a year 
 All meetings are open to the public
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3.2 The SACRE is composed of four panels as follows:

PANEL A: Christian denominations and other faiths active in 
Wolverhampton: ten members: Baptist, Methodist, Roman 
Catholic, Pentecostal, United Reformed, Buddhist, Hindu, 
Jewish, Muslim and Sikh.  Each member is nominated by his/her 
parent body.

PANEL B: The Church of England – five members: nominated by the 
Lichfield Diocese.

PANEL C: The Teachers’ Professional Associations – five members:  
nominated by ATL, NASUWT, NUT, NAHT and WSH.

PANEL D: Local Authority – up to five members: nominated by City of 
Wolverhampton Council.

Details of the membership during 2016 – 2017 are shown in Section 8.

4 A review of the academic year 2017-2018

4.1 The Local Authority continue to provide facilitation for the City’s SACRE 
without requiring a contribution from the SACRE budget. Wolverhampton 
SACRE benefits from strong ongoing support from across the Local Authority. 

4.2 Determinations
During the 2017-2018 academic year SACRE received no applications from 
schools wanting to be completely or partially exempted from collective acts of 
worship which are wholly or mainly of a broadly Christian character.

4.3 Complaints
As in the past, no formal complaints regarding the provision of collective 
worship in schools have been received by SACRE or the LA.

4.4 Links with Other Agencies
National Association of SACRES (NASACRE): Wolverhampton SACRE has 
been affiliated to the NASACRE since its inception and considers it to be an 
important and valuable link. It welcomes the significant role played by 
NASACRE in providing us with a national voice on issues impacting on the 
future developments of Religious Education and Collective Worship in 
schools. Relevant NASACRE news is provided through RE Today and any 
relevant points discussed at meetings. 

5 Monitoring 
5.1 Take-up of RE

Entries and results for GCSE and A Levels RE exams for Summer 2018 were 
as follows:
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School GCSE Entries A Level Entries

Aldersley High School 9

Colton Hills Community School 29 6

Highfields School 202 10

North East Wolverhampton Academy 17

Our Lady & St Chads Catholic Academy 111 1

St Peter’s Church of England School 148 9

Smestow School 1

St Edmunds Catholic Academy 145 3

The King’s Church of England School 95 3

The Royal School 1 1

Wolverhampton Girls’ High School 45 12

6. Local events and activities
6.1 ‘Respect for All’ conference. Designed to promote tolerance and respect

for diversity amongst YR4 and YR5 pupils. Hosted at The Way Youth 
Zone, a venue focused on providing community activities for the young 
people of Wolverhampton. Eight primary schools took part and over 80 
children attended. 

6.2 Inset Bus Tour. Event organised for Primary RE teaching staff as an 
introduction to four places of worship. Excellent feedback was received 
and further events will be organised in future years. Outcome to 
demonstrate places of worship as ‘live’ classrooms was very well 
received. 

6.3 Art Competition. City wide competition for schools to enter pieces of art 
inspired by visits to places of worship. Aimed at all primary and secondary 
settings culminating in an exhibition at the Art Gallery, judged by the 
SACRE members and the Director of Education of City of Wolverhampton 
Council. 

6.4 RE Subject Leader Network. With the support of SACRE, the City of 
Wolverhampton Council continues to provide a service level agreement to 
schools for subject leaders in RE. This consists of termly training sessions 
open to all schools, facilitated by RE Today.
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7. SACRE Action Plan 2018-2019

Area for Development Actions Personnel Timescale Progress to Date

Evaluate the impact of the 
primary network meetings 

Evaluation forms to be completed at the 
end of each meeting by attendees and 
analysed at the end of the academic 
year.

Further liaison with schools purchasing 
the SLA to collect feedback and 
suggestions as to what should be 
included in future subject leader 
networks.

Charlotte 
Harding

2018/2019

Membership Actively market and engage with 
religious communities to fill vacancies.

Charlotte 
Harding

Oct. 2018

Ensure all schools have 
access to the RE Syllabus 

Publish access to the full RE Syllabus 
online via CloudW.

Advertise link via Headteachers Bulletin 
and RE Subject Lead Bulletin.

Charlotte 
Harding

Sept. 2018

Support schools with their 
statutory duty to provide 
assemblies 

Provide guidance on school worship and 
assembly for all Wolverhampton 
schools. 

A CPD day for staff who teach/lead on 
RE followed by a publication for all 
Wolverhampton schools.

Charlotte 
Harding/
RE Today

2018

P
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Primary school pupil 
conference

One-day pupil conference available for 
YR5 pupils for approximately 80 pupils.

Charlotte 
Harding/
RE Today

2018/2019

Secondary school pupil 
conference

One-day pupil conference for secondary 
school pupils focusing on science and 
belief.

Charlotte 
Harding/
RE Today

2018/2019

Facilitation of a city-wide art 
competition 

Repeat of the art competition for 2018-
2019 from launch at the Leadership 
Briefing to prize giving ceremony. 

Full exhibition at Wolverhampton Art 
Gallery to show all entries.

Charlotte 
Harding

2018/2019

Policy for all Wolverhampton 
schools on the wearing of 
Kirpans

Work with the Sikh community to 
provide a policy for all schools to adopt 
should they wish on the wearing of 
Kirpans in educational settings.

Charlotte 
Harding

Oct. 2018

City wide celebration of 
Inter-Faith week for 
Wolverhampton pupils

Organisation and facilitation of a multi-
faith story telling theatre event for 
primary age school children.

Charlotte 
Harding/
Inter Faith

Nov. 2018

Development of relationship 
between SACRE and 
Wolverhampton Inter Faith

Regular meetings with Inter Faith and 
invitation to SACRE.

Charlotte 
Harding

Sept. 2018

P
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8. SACRE MEMBERSHIP 2017-2018
8.1

8.2 Meetings for 2018-2019 have been agreed as follows:

 22 October 2018
 28 February 2019
 23 May 2019

9. Further information
If you would like to receive further information regarding the work of the 
Wolverhampton SACRE, please contact:
Charlotte Harding
Telephone: 01902 554137
E-mail: charlotte.harding@wolverhampton.gov.uk  

PANEL A
Body Nominee
Baptist Stephen Jackson
Methodist Vacancy
Roman Catholic Craig Fullard
Buddhist Bante Tejwant
United Reformed Rebecca Wood 
Pentecostal Daniel Lee
Hinduism Satya Pal Sharma
Sikhism Jaswinder Singh Chagger
Judaism Martin Gomberg (Chair)
Islam Akeel Ahmed
Panel B
Body Nominee
Church of England Sue Blackmore 
Church of England Mark Cooper
Church of England Vacancy
Panel C
Body Nominee
ATL Kay Cresswell-Green
NAHT Vacancy
NAS/UWT Yvonne Fegan
NUT Vacancy
Panel D
Body Nominee
Wolverhampton City Council Charlotte Harding
Elected member Cllr Lynne Moran
Co-options
Representing: Nominee
Uplands Junior School Ourmala Devi
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DRAFT POLICY
GUIDANCE FOR SCHOOLS: WEARING OF THE KIRPAN

This policy is intended to provide advice to students and staff regarding the wearing of the 
Kirpan. In view of the fact that a number of Sikh students/staff have gone through the Amrit 
ceremony and are required to wear the “5 Ks”, including the Kirpan, this policy has been 
created, based on guidelines issued by DfES. 

Section 4 of the Offensive Weapons Act 1996 creates the offence of having an article with a 
blade or point (or offensive weapon) on school premises, etc. Under Section 4, subsection (4), 
a person has a defence if the article in question is worn for religious reasons or as part of any 
national costume. 

a. School staff should be aware that the wearing of the “5 Ks’” at all times is of utmost 
importance and sensitivity for initiated Sikhs, and is the subject of vows made during the 
Amrit ceremony. 

b. It is essential for an initiated Sikh to keep his/her vows, and this commitment, which is 
not entered into lightly or easily, should be respected by the school community. 

c. The school has to balance the responsibilities of ensuring the health and safety of 
persons using the school premises, with the religious requirements of practising Sikhs. 

d. The school’s preferred option is that a symbolic version of the Kirpan is worn. The 
symbolic version of the Kirpan should be no more than one and a half inches long, 
secured and sealed in protective padding or embedded on a Kanga (comb). 

e. Paragraph (d) may be acceptable to a number of learners and students. However, if it is 
the view of particular students/staff that paragraph (d) previous does not satisfy their 
religious requirements, then the school will allow the Kirpan to be worn, subject to the 
following conditions: 

i. that it is restricted to students/staff who have gone through the Amrit ceremony; 

ii. that the Kirpan, is no more than 6 inches long including the handle, will be 
sheathed and restrained with a cord, to the satisfaction of the school, in such a 
way as to ensure that it will be incapable of withdrawal; 

iii. that the sheathed Kirpan will be further enclosed in secured padding and 
securely sewn up; 

iv. that the Kirpan will be worn under clothing and will not be visible, to provide the 
highest possible safety at all times;

v. that, on no account, will the Kirpan be drawn while the young person/staff 
member is on school premises whilst on a school trip or on school transport or 
involved in other school activity; 
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vi. that the student or parent/guardian, if the student is under 18 years of age or 
school carer of a young person, will be required to sign a declaration indicating 
that she/he is aware of the implications of the young person wearing the Kirpan in 
school and, in particular, during physical education activities, and that she/he 
waive any claims against the school, its servants or agents, and the Governors of 
the school;  

vii. if any of the above conditions have not been observed during the school day or 
whilst on a school activity, the Headteacher of the school has the discretion to 
exclude the student from a particular activity if she/he believes that the student or 
others may be at risk of injury. In the event of serious or persistent breaches of 
the above conditions by a student, the Headteacher may refuse permission for 
the student concerned to wear the Kirpan whilst at school or on any school 
activity.

 
f. In the interest of safety, the schools reference is that Kirpans are not worn during 

physical activities or other outdoor activities which is still in accordance with the Sikh 
‘maryada’ which states that the Kirpan should be worn on the person ‘or as close as 
possible’ at all times.

g. If the Kirpan is removed for any of the activities in paragraph (f) above, the Kirpan must 
be given to a member of staff for safe-keeping and collected after the activity is over. 

h. However, if parents of a student under the age of 18 decide that their child should wear 
the Kirpan during the activities referred to in paragraph (f) above, then the following 
additional condition shall apply: 

i. that the sheathed and securely padded Kirpan must be worn under the clothing 
and will not be visible, or carried in a small pocket in clothing being worn, so that 
it is safe for the wearer, never visible and so that other students have no access 
to it. If the Headteacher considers that these requirements have not been met, he 
or she should take appropriate action to ensure the safety of all students. 

These guidelines will be regularly reviewed.
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National News for SACREs, Autumn 2018
The Commission on RE: final report, launched September 18. 

This independent report, funded and supported by the RE 
Council, has spent over a year developing its perspective and 
recommendations, and has been observed (keenly?) by DfE and 
government. SACREs are very interested in its conclusions, not 
least because it has considered questions about local 
determination of RE and Agreed Syllabuses, recommending a 
new national entitlement for RE, and the removal of the 
responsibility on SACREs to make Agreed Syllabuses, the 
renaming of SACREs and the reduction of their responsibilities. 
There are 11 recommendations to consider and the thrust of the 
report is to move control of the RE curriculum from SACREs to a 
new national body, appointed and paid for by the DfE, 
supported by the RE Council. Reception of the report has varied 
from enthusiasm to more cautious voices, e.g. from NASACRE, 
the BDBJ and the CES.

Funding from Government for SACRE
SACREs will be funded through the central school services block (CSSB) from 2018-19, which is 
one of the blocks of funding in the national funding formula. For further information, see the NFF 
Policy Document and the 2018-19 Operational Guidance (specifically paragraph 133).

‘A new settlement revised: Religion and Belief in schools’

A recent report by Professor Linda Woodhead and former Education Secretary Charles Clarke suggests 
that our more diverse society makes reform to current legislation even more overdue.

At the launch Stephen Timms MP welcomed everyone and reflected that we are all shaped by our 
experience of religion at school, legislation that was set in this place, Parliament, in 1944.

Professor Woodhead introduced the report she noted that when the 1944 act was first read in 1943 the 
country was at war but education was still considered to be important. She explained the morphing of the 
subject from RI to the official renaming in 1988 of Religious Education. She characterised RE as learning 
about others and suggested in 2018 it is time to learn about us in the diverse context we live in. She said, 
'...change is overdue RE like any other academic subject needs no longer to be exceptionalised and 
parents should no longer be allowed to withdraw pupils from RE.

Other recommendations in the report are around collective worship and 'faith schools'.

RE Teacher recruitment
This has been a particularly challenging year for teacher recruitment and especially so for RE. After missing 
the target for recruitment for training of teachers of RE to begin in 2017, the DfE failed to take an action to 
incentivise recruitment for 2018. In contrast, bursaries were increased or maintained at a higher level for 
those choosing to train in other subjects. These higher level bursaries are offered for many subjects 
including subjects who had been more successful in recruiting 2017. We should not be surprised therefore, 
that at the time of writing, of all secondary subjects, RE the fourth worst level of recruitment at just over 
50% of the target. 

Youth Debate: England’s young people challenge MPs at Westminster

On Monday 9th July 2018, 80 Year 10-12 students from schools across England came to Parliament 
to debate some of the key issues around the teaching of Religious Education (RE). The students 
discussed some of the fundamental issues facing the subject, such as whether, in an increasingly Page 15
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secular society, RE is still a vital component of balanced, modern curriculum, and whether pupils 
learn more by studying other people’s belief than your one. 

Numerous MPs, Parliamentary researchers, policy advisers and other interested parties witnessed 
the debate, which showcased the students’ engagement with the subject through their range 
and depth of thinking around these complex questions.

Students were welcomed to Westminster by William Wragg MP, Liz Twist MP, and historian of 
religion and broadcaster, Professor Francesca Stavrakopoulou.

In a wide-ranging discussion – covering topics as diverse as the role of religious literacy in 
combatting extremism, the need for RE in an increasingly secular society, and whether or not 
students learn more by studying their own religion and belief than they do by studying their own 
– United Nations debating rules were firmly applied in the chamber by the co-chairs, students 
from Mulberry School for Girls in Hackney, London. Both young women were clearly and expertly 
trained in handling opinionated peers…and politicians!

Professor Francesca said, “The level of debate was extremely impressive - the pupils were bright, 
passionate and rigorous in their arguments’.

NATRE’s Strictly RE: bigger and even better for 2019: should SACRE sponsor some 
local delegates?

Bookings are open now for the national annual NATRE conference in London on January 26th. 
Subscribers to RE Today may be eligible for discounts on their fees to Strictly –check the website 
for details. The conference brings together about 250 people in the largest gathering of RE 
professionals in the year. If you have never been, or if you’ve come each year, then plan to join us 
for an inspirational and exciting day of lectures, seminars, exhibits, connections and 
opportunities: all the exam awarding bodies and major publishers will be there too. 

New teachers of RE getting together: NATRE’s regional ‘Welcome to RE’ 
conferences. Can SACRE support new RE teachers this year?

NATRE’s Inter-University conferences for new teachers ran last year in Belfast, Exeter, Swansea, 
York, Ormskirk and London. We love to bring together the new entrants to secondary RE 
teaching from different universities, Teach First, SCITT and other routes: we have over twenty ITE 
partners who send their graduates along to these events. Over 200 new teachers of RE attended 
one of the events, which are generously sponsored by the Jerusalem Trust, and their continuing 
support means that a similar set of conferences can be run next year. Already, these are planned 
for Leeds (7th December), Edge Hill (14th December) and London (8th February 2019). The program 
will enable new RE teachers to learn about the national politics of RE but also to engage with 
some of NATRE’s lesson and learning ideas in highly practical ways. For more details email the 
conference organiser Lat Blaylock: lat@retoday.org.uk . 

Free copies of Christian scripture for your pupils?

The Gideons, the Christian charity famous for giving Bibles away to hotels – and pretty much 
anyone who wants one – are happy to come to any secondary school in the UK, and volunteers, 
who are professional and business people, can take an assembly or an RE lesson to make the 
offer of a free copy of the New Testament and Psalms. They have 7 new assemblies and seven 
new lessons to share, and about 1000 volunteers have taken part in a day’s training recently to 
enable them to deliver the assemblies and lessons. For further information, contact Tony 
Lovering on HQ@gideons.org.uk 

NATRE’s New2RE project: mentoring, support and conferences for those starting 
teaching secondary RE Page 16
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NATRE runs a funded programme called ‘new2RE’ for those who are secondary NQTs, over the 
first three years of their careers. A small number of places may still be available: does SACRE 
know any new teachers in secondary RE who it could refer to this programme, rated excellent by 
a big majority of its participants every year.

BBC’s recent and new RE programming: can SACRE draw attention to these 
programmes for schools?

The well-loved BBC Bitesize site has a major review and renewal underway, with 10 new KS4 
programmes nearly ready to use, and major innovations around the new GCSE for 14-16s. These ‘A 
day in the faith of…’ clips will present the lives of young members of the 6 principal religions, as 
they talk about some of the key ideas and concepts of GCSE and Scottish RE

Now broadcast and available free via BBC Teach (all these have notes written by RE Today to 
accompany them): 

 For 5-7s, 10 animated short films of key stories of faith from 6 different religions, series title: 
‘Religions of the World’.

 My Life, My Religion 5 x 30 minute programmes. Featuring lots of original filming from across 
Britain using child presenters with diarycams, one each on being Jewish, Christian, Muslim, 
Hindu and Sikh in today’s Britain. Online as clips in segments of 2-4 minutes. 

 For 11-14s, ‘An A-Z of Religion’ with notes for students to use the 26 programmes from RE 
Today (written as supported self study materials for homework). 

 For 14-16s, A Question of Faith 5 x 12 minute programmes for GCSE and Standard Grade in 2014 
on sexuality, marriage, death, revelation and suffering, with notes on RE Today and clips on 
BBC Bitesize.

A new series of ten further GCSE / 14-16 programmes and a complete revision of the Bitesize offer 
to schools is in process, using the idea of ‘a day in the life’ of people from different religions as a 
hook. I’m enjoying working as series consultant for this.

Lat Blaylock, National RE Adviser, Summer 2018

Additional material from NATRE:
Relevant documents on our NATRE website relating to SACREs

1. 30+ things a SACRE can do
2. Exemplar SACRE letter RE provision in LA maintained schools
3. Exemplar SACRE letter RE provision in academies 
4. Funding for SACREs 2017
5. Exemplar SACRE follow up letter about RE provision
6. How to make a complaint about the RE curriculum in a local authority 

maintained school
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Final Report of the Commission on RE: Responses and implications  

The Commission on RE (England) published its final report in Autumn 2018. In these pages we set out some 
responses, and consider the broad implications for SACREs, RE policy and the classroom. 

What were reactions at a national level?  At a national level, bodies representing the RE community have 
responded by highlighting various aspects of the Report, welcoming aspects of the Report’s recommendations, such 
as a focus on policy or CPD. The National Association of SACREs (NASACRE) is more cautious, as can be seen below: 

CULHAM ST GABRIELS

Culham St Gabriel’s Trust exists to 
promote excellence in RE. We recognise 
that high standards in RE could be helped 
by a change in the policy and legal basis of 
the subject. In principle we welcome 
proposals that bring greater clarity to the 
educational purposes of RE, as well as 
introducing better school accountability 
and a national benchmark for content in 
all state-maintained schools. It is for the 
DfE, working urgently with key RE 
stakeholders, to give this subject the 
priority it deserves, supported and 
facilitated by realistic levels of government 
investment in the recruitment and 
professional development of teachers of 
RE.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION COUNCIL

This report’s recommendations give us a chance to secure 
the future of religious education.  If we don’t grasp this 
opportunity we risk the subject dying in many schools. The 
Commission on Religious Education has produced an 
ambitious vision for the future of Religious Education in 
England that could mark the most significant 
developments in the subject in over 40 years.  The report 
gives a compelling explanation of why it is essential for all 
pupils in all schools to have a rigorous and academic 
education about a range of religious and non-religious 
worldviews.  The proposal for a National Entitlement for 
all pupils alongside the freedom for different groups to 
develop their own programmes of study provides an 
approach that respects the autonomy of schools over the 
character of their religious education while ensuring that 
no pupils miss out on core elements of essential study 
about religion and belief. 

National Association of SACREs (NASACRE) 

It is important to remember that legally, the Report does not change anything: each local authority with 
responsibility for education must establish a SACRE and an ASC, who must fulfil their statutory duties. Each 
maintained school must provide RE to all pupils. 

The NASACRE Executive has met and considered each recommendation in turn.  We would support some of 
these, but strongly reject others.  A fuller explanation of our thinking is available on the NASACRE website: 
http://nasacre.org.uk/useful-documents. 

We feel some disappointment that, though good RE is mentioned the report paints an overwhelmingly negative 
picture of the current state of RE.  We feel there should have been more celebration of the great RE that happens 
in many authority areas up and down the country, that helps to make our RE the envy of Europe, if not the world. 

Given that any legislative change in highly unlikely, we are disappointed that the Commission did not make 
recommendations which strengthen the existing statutory framework.  We would most strongly oppose 
Recommendations 4 and 8. We are not intrinsically opposed to some reform of the make-up of groups that make 
up SACREs or the committees of an ASC, but the make-up proposed, appears to severely weaken the contribution 
of the significant religious bodies in the locality, professional and elected local representation, thereby weakening 
local democracy.                 NASACRE Executive Committee, September 2018
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What does the Report Mean for the Curriculum?

As Bill Moore, chair of AREIAC notes, the work of the Commission is 
complete and the work of the entire RE community, in partnership with 
government, begins. 

While the recommendations are final, the detail will be subject to 
change. The implementation of the Report is by no means certain.

A striking feature of the Report is the suggestion of a name change. 
‘Religion and Worldviews’ is to include both ‘personal worldviews’ and 
‘institutional worldviews’. However, what will this mean in terms of 
content and learning might involve a more profound change than 
surface re-branding. The curriculum, created not by faith 
representatives on SACREs but a national body of ‘professionals’, is to 
be multidisciplinary, involving theological, historical and philosophical 
analyses, as well as sociological or anthropological where necessary. 
The purpose of learning is presented as a component of a ‘rounded 
academic education’ (p. 3); part of understanding the world and one’s 
place in it. Readers will recognize a stepping away from dual aims of RE. 

How Likely? 

Many details remain unclear, and these will be addressed during an 
implementation process. Appendix 1 offers a suggested timeline of 
implementation, noting a desire to minimise disruption and extra work 
for teachers. The first six steps suggested rest with government, such as 
establishing a national body to create programmes of study, restoring 
bursaries and enhancing University provision of ITE. Thus any 
implementation of this Report rests with government, although 
teachers, school leaders and national RE bodies can and will put 
pressure on government to act. 

RECOMMENDATIONS (SUMMARY)

1) Rename the subject ‘Religion and 
Worldviews’

2) A statutory National Entitlement  
to RE for all pupils in publicly 
funded schools

3) Programmes of study to be 
produced by a national body of 
professionals (paid for by DfE)

4) SACREs lose the role of making RE 
Agreed Syllabuses.

5) Exam and vocational studies 
reforms in line with the National 
Entitlement

6) Enhanced provision of RE ITE
7) Allocated funding for RE CPD
8) SACREs to be re-named Local 

Advisory Network for Religion and 
Worldviews, membership groups 
to be reformed away from faith 
bodies

9) OFSTED to report on schools’ 
success in meeting the RE National 
Entitlement

10) DfE to consider the impact of 
measures such as the EBacc on 
Religion and Worldviews.

11) DfE to review the current right of 
withdrawal and offer new 
guidance

Association of RE Advisers, Inspectors and Academics (AREIAC)

AREIAC welcomes the report of the Commission on RE. It is particularly pleasing to see the central place of 
CPD in the RE Plan. The rationale of the proposed recommendations is to enable and encourage schools 
to improve RE and the development of staff is critical in that endeavour. It is also good to see that there is 
emphasis on a rigorous, academic approach, set alongside the process of helping pupils to develop their 
own worldview, finding their own sense of meaning and value in life. 

The report has been published and the Commission’s work largely complete. It is now that the hard and 
important work for the RE community really starts; to digest the report and reflect on it with a critical yet 
positive eye. The purpose of the report is to help all of us to work together to improve RE. AREIAC is 
delighted to enter into this professional dialogue and collaboration with all involved. We all have the 
opportunity to use this report to make a positive difference in schools, building on and developing the 
recommendations. We hope that the government will respond not just with words but with policy, 
funding and proactive support to enable RE to thrive and reverse the very real threat that it will wither on 
the vine.

This is a crucial time for RE. We cannot afford to let this report gather dust on a book-shelf, virtual or 
actual. Whatever the subject is called, it is too important for children, young people and the future of our 
society to remain poorly perceived and haphazardly resourced. (Bill Moore, AREIAC Chair)

Bill Moore, chair
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What does this mean for SACREs?

The Report proposes significant changes for SACREs. Their make-up is to shift to include teachers, school leaders, 
teacher educators and school governors, as well as representatives from faith and belief, who may also be drawn 
from ‘local museums and galleries’ (p. 56).  SACREs are to be supported with allocated funding to support and 
develop local RE, such as through CPD, but no longer the curriculum. The lived and local nature of faith and belief is 
still seen as valuable, but the creation of a curriculum is presented as the responsibility of professional educators. 

Lat Blaylock / RE today Adviser Team, 10 18
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wolverhampton.gov.uk

INTER-FAITH WEEK

• Khayaal Theatre Company engaged

• Theatre event 15 Nov, 10:00am

• Wolves Community Trust supporting

• Capacity 160, filled 130

• Press & comms will be present

wolverhampton.gov.uk
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wolverhampton.gov.uk

SACRE ANNUAL REPORT

• Approval sought from SACRE

• Action plan detailing work for the 

academic year

• Will be submitting to NASACRE with 

updated membership

wolverhampton.gov.uk
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wolverhampton.gov.uk

KIRPAN POLICY

• Came from schools seeking advice

• Advice taken from school and faith 
leaders

• Currently with safeguarding and legal 
departments

• Proposal for SACRE to approve

• Next step to be presented to Director 
of Education for approval

wolverhampton.gov.uk
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wolverhampton.gov.uk

RE TODAY

• NASACRE news

• Final report of the Commission on 

RE: Responses & Implications

• RE Subject leader network feedback 

from first session

wolverhampton.gov.uk
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wolverhampton.gov.uk

RE AT KEY STAGE 4

Email sent following the meeting in June 

to all secondary schools requesting 

breakdown of teaching hours for KS3, 

KS4 and where appropriate, KS5. Only 

three responses out of 18 requests…

wolverhampton.gov.uk
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wolverhampton.gov.uk

RE AT KEY STAGE 4

wolverhampton.gov.uk

School Year Group Weekly Hours Timetabled Comments

Colton Hills YR7 2 x 50 mins / week Compulsory

YR8 2 x 50 mins / week Compulsory

YR9 1 x 50 mins / week Compulsory

YR10 3 x 50 mins / week Option group only, no provision for non opters

YR11 3 x 50 mins / week Option group only, 0.5 drop down day for non opters

YR12 6 x 50 mins / week Option group only, no provision for non opters

YR13 6 x 50 mins / week Option group only, no provision for non opters

St Peter's YR7 100 minutes

YR8 100 minutes

YR9 100 minutes All students start a full-course GCSE in RE

YR10 150 minutes GCSE

YR11 150 minutes GCSE

YR12 300 minutes Applicable to students who choose the A Level

YR13 300 minutes Applicable to students who choose the A Level

Highfields YR7 50 minutes per week All year 7 cohort, except a small number of Literacy students

YR8 50 minutes per week All year 8 cohort

YR9 100 minutes per week Only students who have opted to do it, approx 60 students

YR10 100 minutes per week Only students who have opted to do it, approx 45 students

YR11 150 minutes per week Only students who have opted to do it, approx 45 students

YR12 6 x 50 minutes Only students opted to do A'level - no students 2018/19

YR13 6 x 50 minutes Only students opted to do A'level - 16 students 2018/19
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wolverhampton.gov.uk

OFSTED REPORTS

Lanesfield Primary - GOOD

Spring Vale Primary - Improving GOOD

Colton Hills Community School - GOOD

Westcroft School - GOOD

West Midlands Vocational Training Centre - GOOD

wolverhampton.gov.uk
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wolverhampton.gov.uk

OFSTED REPORTS

West Midlands Vocational Training Centre

(September 2018) - GOOD

“Students are taught about cultures that are 
different to their own and they are tolerant and 
respectful of the beliefs of other people. Leaders 
and staff openly promote diversity and equality of 
opportunity, but they are aware that British values 
are not deeply embedded within the curriculum. 
Plans are in place to address this.”

wolverhampton.gov.uk
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wolverhampton.gov.uk

SACRE ART COMPETITION

KS2 Winners: St Michaels CofE Primary 
School
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wolverhampton.gov.uk

NEXT SACRE MEETING

CONFIRMED DATES FOR 2018/2019

SPRING TERM: THURSDAY 28 FEBRUARY 2019

SUMMER TERM: THURSDAY 23 MAY 2019
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